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Based on an idealized 1D model we demonstrate that electrons oscillating in a Penning trap may

get bunched, at the resonant frequency of the active medium. During multiple round trips in the

trap, the bunched electrons gain energy and, therefore, they may escape the trap forming a low

energy optical injector. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3559761]

I. INTRODUCTION

A free electron moving in the vicinity of an excited

atom may absorb the energy from the bounded electron, this

is called collision of the second kind. Contrary to collisions

of the first kind where free electrons lose kinetic energy by

exciting the atom, in this case, the electron is accelerated and

if we assume that all or at least the majority of atoms are

excited, then a flow of electrons may be accelerated. Macro-

scopically, this process resembles, to some extent, friction.

In normal conditions, similar to that of collisions of the first

kind, friction causes deceleration of the sliding body. Equiv-

alently, in conditions similar to collisions of the second kind,

the friction coefficient is negative and the sliding body accel-

erates. To better envision the process, consider a swing: a

child starts to swing with a given amplitude but due to air

and joints friction he or she eventually comes to a rest. Now

imagine that there is a way to replace the air with a fictitious

medium of negative friction. If the acceleration due to this

medium is larger than the deceleration due to regular friction

at the joints, obviously the motion becomes unstable.

In a previous publication,1 we harnessed the above-por-

trayed concept in order to demonstrate conceptually that an

ensemble of electrons oscillating in a Penning trap may

become bunched, provided an active medium is present in its

close vicinity. These bunched electrons are accelerated by

the medium and, as a result, they may escape the trap. In this

study, we present a detailed analysis of the concept; how-

ever, before doing so, a short review of particle acceleration

by stimulated emission of radiation (PASER) is necessary. A

thorough review was published in Ref. 2.

Historically, collisions of the first kind were first employed

by Franck and Hertz (FH)3 for demonstrating the discrete char-

acter of energy states of an electron bounded in an atom. The

essence of the experiment was to show that bounded electrons

can absorb energy from a moving free electron only in discrete

quanta. Klein and Rosseland4 were actually those who coined

this process the notion of “collision of the first kind.” Laty-

scheff and Leipunsky (LL) demonstrated experimentally the

inverse process.5 Relying on the fact that stimulated absorption

of radiation manifests itself as a transition of the atom’s outer

electron from a low to a higher energy-state, they illuminated

vapors of mercury with light from a mercury lamp. A free elec-

tron moving near such an excited mercury atom might gain ki-

netic energy in quanta corresponding to that stored in the atom.

In this process, the bounded electron has dropped to the lower

energy-state delivering the energy to the free electron, enhanc-

ing its kinetic energy. In both FH and LL experiments the

vapors’ pressure was designed such that, on average, there was

only one collision of a free electron with a mercury atom and

consequently, the average electron’s energy gain/loss was of

the order of a few electron volts. Multiple collisions process

was demonstrated by Schawlow and Townes6 employing pho-

tons that were multiplied by excited atoms of ammonia in a

consecutive series of collisions. Today, this process is well

known as light amplification by stimulated emission of radia-

tion. Recently,7 we demonstrated that a train of relativistic

bunches of electrons may be accelerated by an ensemble of

excited atoms provided that the resonant frequency of the me-

dium corresponds to the frequency of the bunches. In the

PASER experiment8,9 a fraction of the moving electrons gained

about 200 keV, implying that such an electron has encountered

order of 2� 106 coherent collisions of the second kind.

This proof-of-principle experiment of acceleration at op-

tical wavelengths relies on existing accelerator (45 MeV),

wiggler. and high power laser. Motivated by the need for

replacing these three components with an optical equivalent,

we recently suggested a novel paradigm that relies on the

possibility that nonrelativistic electrons confined by a Pen-

ning trap will experience collisions of the second of kind,

leading to bunching of part of the electrons at the resonant

frequency of the medium. As the bunched electrons drain

energy from the active medium, their kinetic energy

increases, allowing them to escape the trap. Consequently,

this setup might play a pivotal role in a future optical

buncher. It should be emphasized that the nonrelativistic re-

gime is dictated by the facilities available in the author’s lab-

oratory and efforts are under way for the design and testing

of a relatively much higher energy version.10

For a better conceptual understanding of the process, we

must bear in mind that, essentially, collisions of the second

kind facilitate coupling between two independent processes:

storage of charged particles in a Penning trap and storage of

electromagnetic energy in active medium. In the absence of

the latter, electrons oscillate in the trap for a time duration
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